
� If you are viewing this course as a 
recorded course after the live webinar, you 
can use the scroll bar at the bottom of the 
player window to pause and navigate the 
course. 
 

� This handout is for reference only. Non-
essential images have been removed for 
your convenience. Any links included in the 
handout are current at the time of the live 
webinar, but are subject to change and 
may not be current at a later date. 

No part of the materials available through the continued.com site 
may be copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated or reduced to 
any electronic medium or machine-readable form, in whole or in part, 
without prior written consent of continued.com, LLC.  Any other 
reproduction in any form without such written permission is 
prohibited.  All materials contained on this site are protected by 
United States copyright law and may not be reproduced, distributed, 
transmitted, displayed, published or broadcast without the prior 
written permission of continued.com, LLC.  Users must not access or 
use for any commercial purposes any part of the site or any services 
or materials available through the site. 



Technical issues with the Recording? 
� Clear browser cache using these instructions 
� Switch to another browser 
� Use a hardwired Internet connection 
� Restart your computer/device 
 

Still having issues? 
� Call 866-782-9924 (M-F, 8 AM-8 PM ET) 
� Email customerservice@OccupationalTherapy.com 
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Wheelchair Mobility:!
Power Wheelchairs -!
Optimizing driving
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Learning Outcomes
1.  The participant will be able to describe the pros 

and cons of various drive wheel configurations.
2.  The participant will be able to list theTracking 

Technologies based on an informal study.
3.  The participant will be able to describe 

programming options to reduce responsiveness 
in a power wheelchair. 
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What we will be covering:
§ Optimizing Driving:

§  Drive Wheel Configuration
§  Tracking
§  Programming

Invacare 
TDX SP2
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!
Efficiency in a Power Wheelchair 
§ Decreased joystick movements or switch 

activations and decreased time to get from one 
location to another

Invacare 
MK6i joystick
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Ultralights
§ Not properly configuring an Ultra lightweight 

manual wheelchair results in decreased efficiency in 
self-propulsion and can even lead to repetitive 
stress injuries

§ Same goes for power!

Quickie Q7
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So what?
§  Improved efficiency leads to:

§  Less motor effort
§  Energy conservation
§  Reduced fatigue
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So what?
§ Clients with Multiple Sclerosis

§  Excessive fatigue can lead to loss of function

Labeled for 
reuse
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So what?
§ Clients with increased muscle tone 

§  Increased effort can lead to further increase in tone and 
decrease in function
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So what?
§ Clients with muscle weakness

§  Increased effort can lead to muscle fatigue and limit the 
amount of time the consumer can keep driving 
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So what?
§  It’s all about time

§  Getting to the next class on time
§  Moving about the workplace in a 

timely manner 
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Drive wheel 
configuration

Front
Mid/center  
Rear
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Drive Wheel Configuration
§  Front Wheel
§ Mid or Center Wheel
§ Rear Wheel

Quickie S-6Invacare TDX 
SP2

Permobil F5
12
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Rear wheel drive
§ Pros:

§  Stability on all terrains
§  Will handle downhill speeds with better control
§  Good for heavy outdoor use
§  Fastest speeds
§  Greatest suspension available

Invacare Storm 
3G Torque SP
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Rear wheel drive
§ Cons:

§  Largest turning radius of the three configurations 
available

§  Due to front caster placement, many front rigging 
options are limited

§  center mounts can help

Invacare Storm 
3G Torque SP
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Front Wheel Drive
§ Pros:

§  Drive wheels pull the weight instead of push
§  Improved obstacle climb capability
§  With no front casters, can pull footplates closer to the 

body
§  Small front turning radius

Permobil F5
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§ Cons:
§  Less stable downhill
§  Tendency to “fishtail” at faster speeds 

(downhill) or when being pushed by 
attendant

§  Forward tippy when client climbs on 
footrests

§  Limited speeds unless compensated 
for in electronics

§  Limited suspension

Front Wheel Drive

Permobil F5
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Center wheel drive
§ Pros:

§  Smallest possible footprint and turning radius
§  Considered to be the most “intuitive” driving platform to 

some
§  Knees can be placed at 90
§  Very stable 

Quantum 
Edge 3
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Center wheel drive
§ Cons:

§  May have challenges traversing through aggressive 
outdoor terrain

Quantum 
Edge 3
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So which is best for efficiency?
§  For many less efficient joystick drivers and for 

nearly all switch drivers, mid or center wheel drive 
is generally more efficient and intuitive
§  Less compensatory movements required to 

compensate for the casters
§  Casters tend to be skewed after a turn and pull the wheelchair 

off course

19

Drive Wheel Configuration
§ Other considerations
§  Important to provide training of the driver specific 

to the configuration
§ May be difficult for clients to change from one 

configuration to another
§  Particularly, FWD to RWD or RWD to FWD

20
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Tracking!
Technologies

21

What causes a power chair to 
veer off course?
§ Side sloped terrain
§ Obstacles at only one wheel 
§ Steps, curbs, ramps, door jambs approached at an 

angle
§ Soft ground, unlevel terrain 
§ Bunched Carpets!

22
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Clients Who Benefit from 
Tracking Technology
§ Any patient who has 

difficultly with grasp and 
operating a joystick. 

§ Any patient who is unable to 
use a standard joystick and 
who uses switches (hand, 
head, or chin) to drive the 
wheelchair.
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Why is 
this 

needed?

§  Power wheelchairs struggle to stay on 
track in several instances:

§  After completing a turn, the front 
casters are skewed

§  Varied terrain
§  Slopes
§  Inclines 

24
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Prove it!
§ General assumption is that Tracking Technologies 

improve driving efficiency
§ But this hasn’t been proven…
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Study Protocol
§ A protocol was 

developed and executed 
on June 20, 2011

§ Single subject volunteer
§ Course marked out on a 

smooth level surface
§ 4 trials through the 

course

26
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Study Protocol
§ 4 Trials:

§  MWD with 3 switches on a tray
§  MWD with Head Array
§  FWD with 3 switches on a tray
§  FWD with Head Array

27

Study Protocol
§ Each trial required the volunteer to 

follow the course 3 times without 
Tracking enabled and 3 times with 
Tracking enabled

§ Switch hits were recorded and 
averaged for each trial

§ Course completion time was 
recorded and averaged for each trial

§ Programming remained unchanged 

28
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Video – no tracking

29

Video - tracking

30
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Study Results Summary
§ Trial 1: MWD, 3 

switches on tray
§  57% less switch hits
§  38% less time

§ Trial 2: MWD, Head 
Array
§  69% less switch hits
§  47% less time

§ Trial 3: FWD, 3 
switches on tray
§  76% less switch hits
§  52% less time

§ Trial 4: FWD, Head 
Array
§  73% less switch hits
§  48% less time

31

Tracking Technologies
§ Tracking Technologies have been shown to 

improve driving efficiency
§ These systems are optional and so justification is 

required in the LMN
§ Handout

32
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Programming

33

Programming
§ Driving Parameters

§  Proportional specific parameters
§  Non-proportional specific parameters

Q-Logic 
programmer
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Why is this Important?
§ Cathy

35

Whose 
Job is 
This?

§  Takes a team…

36
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Programming Driving Parameters
§ Driving parameters affect the speed and 

responsiveness of the PWC and are not access 
method specific
§  Can increase driving efficiency
§  Can customize to an individual’s environmental needs
§  Can make a PWC downright dangerous!

37

Proportional Specific Parameters
§ Sensitivity
§ Short throw
§ Deadband
§ Changing axes
§ 3 direction
§ Switch Joystick

Q-Logic 3 
joystick
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Sensitivity 
§ How quickly the PWC responds to joystick 

movement
§ Sometimes referred to as Tremor Dampening

§  Too High: PWC drives too perky
§  Too Low: PWC is unresponsive

§ Switching to a mini proportional joystick?
§  Sensitivity may have to be reduced
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Short Throw
§ Shorter distance is required to achieve full speed
§  If a client with muscle weakness is struggling with a 

standard joystick, increasing sensitivity and 
enabling short throw can help
§  May consider mini proportional joystick

§ Use with caution with mini joysticks

ASL MEC 
joystick

40
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Deadband
§ Draws an imaginary line around the joystick

§  Driver must move past this boundary to initiate 
movement of the chair

§ Designed for goalpost handles
§ Available on Q-Logic and R-net

41

Changing Axes
§ Choose which joystick movement results in which 

directional movement 
§  i.e. Forward can be swapped with Reverse

R-Net 
Joystick

42
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3 Direction
§ 3 directions can emulate 4

§  i.e. pulling back on the joystick can be Forward. Press 
Reset, now pulling back on the joystick controls 
Reverse. 
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Switch Joystick
§ Change a proportional joystick to a switch or non-

proportional joystick
§  4 directions

§ Why?
§  May help a client who tends to veer
§  New drivers

44
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Non-Proportional Specific 
Parameters
§ Driving parameters effect performance differently 

with different access methods
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Single Switch Scanning
§ Speed of scan
§ Scanning mode
§ Scan pattern
§ 4 or 8 directions

ASL Single Switch 
Scanner
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Single Switch Scanning
§ MK6i 

§  requires external scanner
§ R-net

§  4 directions on display
§  Scans chair functions

§ Q-Logic
§  12 scanner options
§  Can disable mode option if using with SGD
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Switch Access Programming
§ Q-Logic

§  2 switch option
§  3 switch option

§  Can program double hit on Left to access actuators
§  May avoid need for Reset switch

AbleNet 
Jellybean 
switch
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Sip n Puff
§ 4 pressure

§  Calibrate Hard and Soft pneumatic commands
§  Ramping

§  R-net: ramp up, ramp down
§  Q-Logic: Sampling Delay
§  Allows client time to build pressure

§  i.e. Frank 

Therafin
49

Sip n Puff
§ 2 pressure

§  Between Time
§  Time between double switch activation

50
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Head Array
§ How to access Reverse

§  Using a Reset or Mode switch to toggle Forward and 
Reverse

51

Head Array
§ How to access Reverse

§  Standby
§  Choose Forward or Reverse

Stealth Products 
i-Drive Head Array
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Head Array
§ How to access Reverse

§  Rear Pad (R-net, Q-Logic)
§  First activation toggles Forward/Reverse
§  Second activation drives

ASL head 
array 53

Programming
§  For more information on Alternative Driving 

Methods, please refer to that course
§ Programming customizes the driving performance 

of the wheelchair in general and for each driving 
method
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Questions?
§ Email
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Thanks!
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Contact Information
§ Michelle L. Lange, OTR/L, ABDA, ATP/SMS
§ Access to Independence
§ MichelleLange1@outlook.com
§ www.atilange.com
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